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MORE IMMEDIATE
MORE PERVERSIVE
MORE AWARE
Red Hat’s Vision

OPEN HYBRID CLOUD

ON-PREMISE  PRIVATE  PUBLIC
FIVE CHARACTERISTICS
POLYGLOT
FASTER INNOVATION
Problem: Enterprise applications are complex
To reduce work and complexity: Higher-level services
Red Hat JBoss xPaaS services for OpenShift
Four initial xPaaS offerings

1. Application PaaS
2. Integration PaaS
3. BPM PaaS
4. Mobile PaaS

ON-PREMISE
PRIVATE
PUBLIC
Application PaaS (aPaaS)

- JBoss Enterprise Application Platform
- No special APIs
- xPaaS UX
Integration PaaS (iPaaS)

- JBoss Fuse service bus and messaging
- Run in public cloud or on-premise
- xPaaS UX

Integration PaaS

Application PaaS

OPENSHIFT
by Red Hat

ON-PREMISE

PRIVATE

PUBLIC
BPM PaaS (bpmPaaS)

- Create process models
- Export to BPM platform
- Share process models

- Run in cloud or on-premise
- Orchestrate across cloud and on-premise
- xPaaS UX

Application PaaS

OPENSHIFT
by Red Hat

ON-PREMISE  PRIVATE  PUBLIC
Mobile PaaS (mPaaS)

- Push, security, encryption, offline, and synchronization
- Native, hybrid, and mobile
- Run in public cloud or on-premise
- xPaaS UX
A NEW WORLD OF ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
ENLIGHTENED INNOVATION
WITH RED HAT JBOSS MIDDLEWARE